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The problem of baiancillg an assembly line in an ill9ustria-l- situii-
.. 
·- · .. 
tion is that of providing each of a series of wo-rk positions with as 
---
everi and compaet an allocation of the total direct work content as 
poss_ible while 
'-'J.1'"'-~ V.&...ll ~~ 





'impos~d by the product 
· Until recently, this was la_rgely 
or process. 
a trial and error procedure. 
;•-
In the last ten years, a number of analytic methods to facilitate 
the solution of the line balancing problem have been proposed. Many 
of these methods, which include both mathe~tical and heuristic tech-




methods fo:r which computer programs a:i/~ available to· 
industrial users are studied with respect to 
,, 
various assembly line configurations. 
I 
balance efficiencies for 
I 
/ 




flexibJlity of th~ line as ~presented by the precedence restrictions 
and the work element times in relation to the cycle time. A procedure 
q, 
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As.a modern manufacturing technique, the methods of line pro-
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-"Line product ion· is a method of manufacture or an 
' , .•.. :\., 
_ arrangement of work areas where the material mf>ve-s 
continuously and at a unifonn rate through· a sequence 
... 
1 of balanced operation·s which permits o·f simultaneous 
perfonnance throughout, the work progressing teward 
completion along a reasonably direct path." 
"' 
~\ 
· Inherent in line production, as noted by Muther, is the concept 
of balanced operations, and Muther presented a systematic procedure 
r I 
,!-, to facilitat.e ~the balancing operation. However, only in the last ten, 
years have there been published reports on analytic methods of assem-
bly line balancing. These methods range from exhaustic enumeration 
·o-f ~l possi-ble combin~tions of the work e-lements involved to~ various 
n 
' (' c·-:heuristic techniques which .p.rovide.~gobd, .. but n<:>-t· necessa.rily optima_l:., ... -. ' 
.. 
"" . 
-solutions. Although .some of the methods do not requ;i.re the use of a_ 
..i-c·omput er. i.n solving medium. size problems·, . implem~ntation of· several of 
.... 0 
f 
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mel1ted b~ Jne Use, Of a computer; b1.1t lii many instances, according to ~. j!. •• 
--
the authors, only experimental' programs have be·en- developed. 
Two known. -exceptions to· the ·above a.re: 
---1. A progr~m,· based on-Jackson's (11) algorithm, developed: 
for the IBM-650. by Burgeson and Dawn <4) of IBM and 
'l 
Westinghouse_, resp·ectively, and more recently re-
,,. 
written for the lBM-1620. 
.~· .. 
-2. A program developed at General Electric for the 
-
GE-225 based .on the " - ' ranked positional weight tech-
nique" proposed by Helgeson ~nd Birnie< 7). Both of 
. ,-•-1-
.i·· 
these programs- have been used in some i~dustrial applica-
t ions-. 
While various writers }Jave commented on t.he results obtained for 
a particular- problem using their -proposed method and some alternative 
line balancing method, there seem to haxe been no published reports 
of.any study of the effect of assembly lin~ configuration on the 
balai:ices ob:tained using-on.e or more models. It ·is to this end· that qi-,., 
this investigation was rmdertaken with the hope that it will provide 
-. 
some insight as to whether one ·s110uld be selective in the --use of a 
.fr- ' model - in different manufacturing situations. Quantitative - fa·ctors _ 
for evaluati~g the flexibility of an assembly line configuratioh as . 
"' ._ 
- ... ·-
... represented by the precedence diag·ram are· proposed. 
"' 
.... ,..-·-··-----·-····--~~-·-- . ·--·,---· ---·---··-'!I-··--·' ... -~·-···-'· .. ~-·-·-······ ---·--··· -·1--»-·-·--·-.. -----~---.--. .--, --------·- .- ...... -----~------- -~.,.... 
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II.: THE-NATURE OF THE LINE BAlANCING PROBLEM ' 
· An, assembly· line in the sense used in this paper will agree 
generally with the descripti9n given by"Muther for line production.-
' The line ·is considered to consist of a series of work positions (sta-
. tions) at eac_h of which an operator performs a portion of 'the total 
assembly work on a ·particular product. The transfer of the partially 
assembled product between work positions is accomplis'hed by means of 
a movfng conveyor .. ,_The sequence i which the operations may be per-. l 
· formed is usually subject to const aints imposed by the prodtt de-
sign and the process technology. 
.. · ... Cycle time will be used· to refer to the uniform time which the 
-product spends at each work station. The maximum permissible cycle 









____ ......_._ ____ ,_. 
__ ._:.. 
·-· -----· . :.r ·. 
. . . 
. . ' 
.. 
~· 
product. That is, availablet.. time per shift divided by units per 
.shift determines the maximum time an _op.erator can spend on ea.eh.unit. 
Idle tlme is a me1tsure of the inbalance of work among the work posi-
r 
tions. It is the difference between the total time spent by the pro-
duct in moving f rorn the beginning to the end· pf the 1-ine' and the 
.\ ·, 
- tc;rtaJ. di~ct labor work"'. co"iitent o.f the jo·b. ' 
·-
" . ' 
If we le-tr·· 
-.. .. 
. :'!:ls· 









•. , . .J'" ' '; 
. t 1 - duration of an indivisible work element (i 
·----.. ·-·· 
.,,. 
·I41e time= n c ·_ ~ t. 
' 1 _ _J 
···1·· .. 
-· 
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An indivisible or mlnimum ratipnal work element, as .it is some-
. --·-·- ---·- . -
times called, is one· that cannot be further sub-di"videcf without creat-
tng what would normally be CO'USidered· unnec~s·sary wo.rk in the· form Of 
extra hand! ing . "'t 
-
One form of the assembly .line oalancing P.roblem, and perhaps .~he 
one most widely considered, .is that. of distr·ibuting the total work 
among ·the work· Sttations in such a manner that: 
1 .. The total amount of id.le time is minimized 
2. The precedence restrictions are not violated 
3. The total of the elemental times assigned to any one work· 
stat ion does no.t. exceed the cycle time being c·onsidered. 
Other variations of the problem which have been considered less fre-
,quently include: 
.b 
1. Variability of time values for the e.lementaloperations. 
.o,-; 
2. Operator learning time and performance in relation to the 
____ ........--
Kilbridge (12) has investigated various aspects of industrial 
' 
learning costs as related to cycle time; and. more recently, Brennecke ~ ' 
(3) and Moodie '(16)· have each proposed models which con~er the 
' 
... 
-- -· ~ - . -· -: 
. 
variability of·~~element~l time values. 
Mention has been made in sev~-;al ,. ln-;tb to. restrictions caused 
by precedence· requirements. These restrictions are of three typffs: . 
. ,,.. 
- (1) ·restrictions on the· order in which the .. piece parts or sub-.-
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· ass:emb 1 ies may 'be' assembled wh.ich are inherent in the design of t'he -
' . . --·-----·-·-·~----- ··--·-·------------·--
product, (2) restrictions 1rnposed .. by the positfon of fixed factli-
. . ,-- ~ 
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assemble. a part. from the front or back or top o_r_. bottom. __ :This type 
,,. 
of restriction 1s usua.lly associated with the assembly of large~ 
. ' products such as the various major1appliances . 
.. 
-_ To ;fa·cilitate- the representation of any orci'ering restrictions 
. J .· that· may ·exist, use is· usually made of a precedence diagram such as 
. 
. d . 
was first discussed by Safveson (20) and described in some <;letail 
~by frenting apd B~ttaglin (19). 
'n ) 
_ ~n constructing a precedence diagram, o as shown· in °Figure 1, 
----------------·---'\'--~----a-eteJ1n1rratton · is first made of those elemental operations which need 
i. 
... , . I , 







' \ . \\ 
co:tµmns 
\ 
which neect· only be preceded by elements .. , in column I are 
"' 
\. 
in column II. Similarly,. the diagram is built ~up in additional 
from left to right. -i 
Col. I Col. II Col. III Col. IV 
"~ 
Co 1 V ~- 'Cbl. VI Col VII · 
- . . 
I, 
\ 








• Iii" . 
.. -·· -~- ·•, - .... --
-~.........,- • • •• 0 O • -:----i-- ·---·•?•-•••H--·-·-----------,---······-··-·-• 0> ~-- --~ -•p •• o• --
6.,. 
The element number is sho~n within the circle and its associated time 
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Credit for the first ·analytical statement of· the line balancing 
--~~ problem· is given to Bryton (2) whose master's thesis at Northwestern 
~~--~-Un-iversity was entit-led, '·'Balancing of a Cohtinuous_ProductJon ·Line·.'' 
Bryton starts with a feasible ar_rangement of the work elements -for a 
given, fixed nulllber of work stat ions. Briefly. st3: ted, the procedure 
; 
is then as follows:· 
~ 
l. = Select· the work stations havirig the maximum and the mini-
mum total work times. 
2. · Subject to any technological restrictions, select for inter-
., . 
(change an element from eil.ch of the chosen work stations 
such that the difference of the element times is nearest-
' 
to one-half the difference of the"'·to·ra:1 work station times. 
,.,A ,1 ·'J .. ,,,,,._.... 
Make the interchagge. 
(a) If no interchange will reduce the diff~rence, select 
the next ranked minimum total work station time, and 
exainine 7 l"elative to the maximum. 
above. 
Interchange·as 
(b) Repeat as abovE: until all stations,'have been exami'ned· 
----···--· ··--· -·-·-· - ··-· .•. - -· -· -
I ·.t 
.:..:._ ·:.·.-
. ::.-..,.., '. 
L_.-~ 
:.. ··-·' 
- ·.- .. ~,... . : 
.. 
• N • •. • ... •. 
~relative to the maximum. ... 
·:3.. Re-examine all total work- station times after an inte·rchange 
'. a.pd again select a maximum a·nd a minimum . 
' 
4. - J.ptf::r._G_hange· .elen1ents by Rule 2. 
. .=.::-:.:.::..: ..• ,-
,: ,.. 
-
, :-. ·s·. Con~int.re sn1oothing the differe_~~-~-,--~~- .~!-~ __ tion time-s unt~_J:_ .. 
--· -· ------------·--··---·····-·-····· ··--·····--- .. 
I 
. 
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Since this formulation assumes_ a fixed ntijll~er of. work s·tations., 
.. . 
. , 
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1---···· the- line -}?alalicing problem is .. solved, by minimizing the ·maximum -work. 
station time. Most of the subsequent met.hods will be based on the 
.. 
-----------
minimum number of work .stations for a given cycle· ti.me. 
- ' 
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Salveson 's (20) paper provided the first published mathematical 
i 
representation of the line balancing problem. Here, he develops the 
concept of a precedence graph, as was mentioned .earlier. The · problem 0 
is first formulated as one corresponding to a linear progra~ing model 
in which- total idle time is to be minimized. The demand for the 
p~rticular product. under consideration is assumed to· be known and· 
certain. This gives a known production rate and an as'Sociated cycle , 
time which will be necessary to meet the demand.·. In this formulation, 
Salveson desGribes his suggested pro~edure .• ,_fenerally as follows: 
Let B = (b .· .) be. a matrix of O or 1 and indicating O if an element 
- 1J . 
• th V 
i-s not assigned to the j . column (vector) if 1 if it is. Eac·h 
column vector then' is a combination of certain- specified elements and 
{ 
as" such may be con.si-dered as a possible work ~tation. Each such com-
bination will have a characteristic idle time denoted by, 
"' 
"' -j = ... .1, •••. , . n 
•• 1 -. 
where a. indicates the units of time r~quired ·'to carry out·. the 1 . -- , . 
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Th-e problem. can then be ·stated -a·s: . ·--- - ·-- --·- . - - ---- - ' __ .) . --------···-·· ----·--- ·---- . -- --- ·-··--··---~~·-·-------- . 
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(2) ~ -j . =. -1 , · • • .- , . n 
(3) · o ~ I ~ij A-i:j sc, j = 1, ~ •• , n . - -·-·- - - --.. -- -- - , . -- ---~- -
I 
. . 
. The restrictions define a convex· subset of an n-di'"mensional · space,. 
each point in which f$ specified by an n-tuple (x1 , ~2 , 
The extremes of the subset are those n-tuples in which: 
.J 0 
X j = 1, ..• , n -- 1 
... ' X ). n 
. It is then desired to find l\_t least one extreme for which l xj dj 
• is minimized. ' , " Howeyer ,:, Salveson points out that, in order to ob-
tain this convenient mathematical model, one must u~e ,~ pre-enumerated 
matrix of feasible combinations which can be enormously large, 
al though- due to prece-dence and cycle. time restrictions, the number · 
often may be considerably reduced." ........... ,,, ... , 
. By considering the problem as -one in a discrete variable, 
rather than a continuous variable, Salveson then prese'tits a procedure 
. 
.J 
-~, -~hich substitutes. combinatorial analysis for the matrix inversion 
routine of the linear programming formulation. The objective of 
\ . 
minimi~ing id.le time remains - the same. 
--'-· 
' 
· In_,,this procedure, a matrix B is· enum~rated as before subject~ I 
... 
. to t~ · restriqtion that · . ..- . 
.. 
.. 0 ~ bi; a. ~ C J 1 
-
--'I:' -
j -- 1, .. •f n 




... ~-- . 
. .. 
·~.--.s. 
and such that the precedence relatie>p.s are not violated. The · asso-- .· 
c~ated.idle·.time,_dj, for e-ach combination is _c~puted, where 
j l· - _ , . , • , , D'· 
• 
--- :-. +--- .. - ~ .. --~··-
. . . 
9 
.. -. \ 
. . 
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. .·- ---- ------·- --- -;-i 
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An initial feas-i-ble. solution is generated by selecting from ·mat-rix B 
combin.ations~ havtng the lowest value of d: and nc>'t containing any ele-J 
) 
. 
. "~ ment alre~dy selected.· From this initial solution, a systematic pro..: 
~ 






·cedure is given f Or repeated regrouping Of t'l).e e 1~~~-~~--~---~~c:, .. :f!nd' <~h~ ----~-----c·-c:c.=-··-·-c~----~,-:- ---- .. ······-·····-··.'- ----- ---- - -------- ---
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------~ombination giving the best ha.lance. 
- :~-Although the above method may not be practical for large problems·,,~ 
)· 
~-due to the computational reql..lirements, Salveson gives a rather complete 
. statement of the line balancing problem as it exists ·in industry. 
Next in the c,hronological order of publication was an enumerative 
' 
procedure outlined by Jackson (11). His statement of the problem was .. . 
\ the same as given by Salveson in.his example. That is, for a given 
~. 
. ~ ·' cycle time, to minimize the sum of the idle times for all stations 
while maintaining station assignments consistent with the precedence 
·~ 
requi,re~ent s .. '· 
This procedure offers a method of enumerating feasible first 
station assignments; then for ea·ch first station assignment, the feasi-
.... 
ble -s·econd station assignments. In l~ke manner, all feasible assign-
ments are generated. from these fea~ible combinations, selection is 
made of those station assignments which are not greater tliai1 the c·yc:!e 
.. -- . ~ ~ ' c-, 
. 
t~me. Fina.lly, the.method provid~s for· selecting from these perraissi=" · 
. . f . 
ble a·ssignme,rits, work station co-mbinations for· which the idle time is 
_I!' . a mintmum. The enumeration is ~xhausti~e artd if g~~ried to ·ciompletion -:.J\. ··--··-··· ---. -~· -·-·--·~ -~- .-.- ··-··-- - . - ··-- ·--- ' .... _. ____ . --· - - .... - ... _. ··- ... ·-- --- -v, . .,,._ -····· -· ________ _,-
; 
;, one: is sure-to find an optlnit.1:m. 
.. I 
.... 
. ' Su-bsequent to the. publicati9n of Jackson'-·s---procedure, a mddifi-
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'to:tal_ idle. time, is design·ed to minimize the station to station 0- . 




· -psychological t-han econon1tc bQt it might be important for good employee: 
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In 1960, Tonge (21) presented a '~Het!ristic Line Balancing Pro-·· 
cedure." " 
. 
In his introduction, "he states, Because this approac·h 
,-does not guarantee an optimum soluti.on, the _ultimate measure of a 
" heuristic program. is. whether it ·p_rovides better solutions more· quickly 




Tonge's procedure consists of three phases: 
Phase I~ repeated 'simplification~of the initial problem by 
group_,ibg adjacent elemental tasks ~nto compound. tasks. 
Phase II - solution of the "°simpler problems thus created by -
assigning the compound tasks to work stations. The compound ·· 
tasks are broken up only when assignment is otherwise not 
possible •. 
Phase III - the resulting balance· is snoothed by transferring / 
tasks- am~g work stations until the di.stribution ~f assigned· 
. . ~- ,p time is as even, as possible. 
-~-. 
In order to form aggregations o_f elem'ents, Tonge develops the ··_ '" 
- .. ~ CO_ ncept Of a "chain" and a " .t" se • . A group of adjacent elements ·whose··· 0 
_ re.lative .order is ·completely determined, each except the first ha·ving ' . 
---
.,_~ · a sing le direct- 11 redepessor and each except tli'e · 1ast having a ~:i.ngle 
~-i rect follower,_: can be replaced·- by a single -compound element call"ed' 
·• 
,, . ,, 
' 
' a chain· • A group of elements whose· relative order is .comp~fptely 
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.. - ·,-u·nspecif ied; all having· -the, same direct prede.pessbrs and-· followers; 
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Figure 2. -
In Figur~2-, the elements ·l, 2,, and 3 can-'be replaced by a set '.S2'. 
S2 and element 4 can be repl~ced by a cha.in- 'C3". The tirne require-
J' 
ment for a compound element is the sum of the times of its components. 
In the e_xample, S2 and C3 would require 14 a·nd 18 un_i ts or time, 
~-
res pe ct i ve 1 y • 
To. further facilitate the combining of elements, Tonge intro-
dt1:c~s the 'Z-'. This is a.group-of-four elements witl1 the_two fron_t 
- elements l1aving common predecessors and the two back elements con1mon 
followers. The sin1gle · direct fol:lower of one front clement is one of· 
-- ;[. 
the back elements; "'the two direct followers of the other ·front e le-
ment are the back alemen-ts', The back elements have no otI1er direct 
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Tonge indicates that his procedure has been progra~ed in IPL--IV 
,(Information Processing language) on the,· RAND- Corporation's computer'--. . 
" 
-Johnniac •. He- also compared his procedure With t.hat of Jackson and 
-
. 
~- - - ---- ---~--
, -concluded- tnat· Jackson's exhaustiv_e __ enume-raf-ion·-~re-quired rougl,lly 2~ 5 
times the computer processing effort. 
" . 
Using what they call the ''ranked positional weight technique", ' . 
Helgeson- an·d Birnie (7) h&a1e considered two formulations of the t-he 
problem. 
1. Minimiie the number of work st·ations for a -g~ven cycle time. 
~! 
.. 
2. - Minimize the cycle time for a given number of work stations. 
If two or more balances are equivalent by either of the above 
-.,..( formulatio,ns, the -preferred balance is the one with the mo st even 
' distrtbution of work across the stations. 
This technique_as applied to the' first formulation, above, has 
I formed the basis for the computer program developed by the General 
Ill Electr.iic Company for the GE 225; and it shall be described here in some· 
-- detail. 
: 'II.· -• 
·~--· .. ; 
.I 
The first 1 step is_ to form a precedence matrix in which: 
+l denotes that one element mq~t be performed. before a;nother 
e 1-ement. 
~-·· 
-1 denotes one el·ement must not be performed befo-re another 
~ 
element has been perfonned. 
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The next step is to calculate positional weights for each work , 
' ~ 
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. specific work element and all work elements that must follow it as , ... ' < 
defined in the pr,ec·ederice matrix. The work elements are then listed 
. p 
• in- desce_nding order. of weights •. Assignment of work elements to work ·-~· 
.~stations is made by giving priority to t}lose work units having th=e--'-------_ ~-~----~-------- -----!----------- ------ - . ------ - ---
highest pos-i tional weight. The specific rules are: 
1. Select the 'work unit with the highest positional weight. 
and assign it to the first work station. 
.. , .. 
· .2. Calculate the remaining unassigned time for the work station. 
:'f'-
,. 
3. Se le ct the work unit wi.th the next highest 1posi tional 
weight, arid _·attempt to assign it to the work station after 
making the fallowing checks: 
' 
. 
I a, Determine if the "immediate precedence" work unit has 
been as~igned; if so, proceed :to Step 3b. If the 
"immediate precedent" has. not been ·assigned, proceed 
to Step 4. 
b .. If the work unit time is less than or equal to the un-
·' 
. assi-gned time, mak~ t·he assignment. Otherwise, proc~ ,,.. 
to Step 4. 
4. Continue to select, check and assign until. one of two condi-""' 
tions has been met: 
-~~, 'i. 
\ . ~ 
f.. : , 
. ~ . 
'· 
...... 
a. · All work units have been assigned.-
b. No unassigned w·ork ~nit remains that c~n $atisfy the 
~ 
-· precedence req~irement and also meet the unassigned_ time 




. 5. Assign the unassigned work unit ·with the highest positional. 
i/. 
weight to the second w~rk station, and Pl."Oceed· through thtf 
• preceding steps in the same man-ner~ 
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6 •. Continue assigning work u·ni ts. to work stations until ·all . ' 
·--. 
.:. ___ ~ 
\ ., 
· work-units have been assigned, ./·At that time, a solution will 
have been found ... 
-·-
'. 











of the f i rs t • 
-1). 
The line is balanced for a· given cy~le time as - above. 
,,, A second problem is then solved in like manner using -a cycle time 
which is one time increment smaller than the limiting station trme. 
Successive iterations in the s.ame manner wi 11 lead tQ a minimum cycle 
time for a given number of work stations. 
A heuristic method proposed by Ki lbridge and Wester ( 13) makes 
use. o_f the preceden·ce diagram as the prime tool in the b~lancing 
procedure. The columns of the diagram shown in Figure 4 contain 
':, 
' elements which are mutually inde.pendent and which can be permuted, 
within a given coJ.umn, without violati-ng any precedence restrictions. 
Thus, the 11! = 3,9917 x 107 permutations of the--elemental operations 
in column II are all permissible. In addition, some elements can be 
moved laterally from left to right (elements 11, 24, 33, or 13, for 
. ex-ample) without viola ting precedence. It is these properties of pe·r-
mu tabi li ty within columns ·and lateral· transferabilit,Y (that·,·are used 
.... 
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The procedure is to set up a tabular representation- of the 
precede.nee diagra1n such as is shown 1.n Figure 5. -:Appropriate remarks 
are· included to show_ any permissible lateral movement of the elements 
"" I , 
a.nd any other elements which may be affected by such moveme;nt" 
(,, ' 
Figo/e 5, w-RJsh is a.1 pa:r'tial repreSentiitIOn of t-4 tHementS shown ill 
-- : i .. 
.•) l 
the diagram of· _Figure .. 4, will used· as. ao exanip le. 
,. 
be 
" .. ':,, . . -
--------· _,.._________ ---· -,____ -· --- ~-· :-----~-,.. - . --~---····--··· 
. ·· . . : . ___ '._ .. ~ ....... ' :,. 
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IV .... X 
Figure 5 
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A similar representation would be used 
~ 
for 
the ' di_agr~a_m. 
the original 
. -... - .. ·· ·_.~ .. ·;, 
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shown here, exis tetl 
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, . Hoffman. ( 9) uses a matrix representation ·of the: precedence- require- . 
r 
--
men ts in. his c·ons_idera tion of the line balancing problem. This pr.<>cedure 
-he calls a "successive maximum elemental time" technique. - Actually, 
-} 
- I 
the search-technique used in se lee ting an -element for possible assignm~nt-- -
---=-
to a work station is based on column sums developed from the precedence 
matrix which in effect gives a positional ·weighting t~ the .elements!> 
Ass.ignments are made and ,cumulative station time compared to the cycle 
time in much the same way as the procedure suggested by Helgeson and 
Birnie. , . 
.... 
.:. 
~----~~~--------·---------------. --- --------··-------------·-----·--r-- ' ---------------·-·------·-·--·---------···------··-··-·--------~--------~-------··---------~--~----'--,----.-~---







problem, hand calculations by this method would be extremely tedious. 
c. However, the method is suitable for computer· application and Hoffman 
nas developed a Fortran program· for that purpose·. The progran1 has 
appar.ently been used succ~ssfully on a CDC 1604. 
Mansoor ( 15) suggests ~n "improvement· on the ranked ppsi ti_onal 
_ weights technique" of Helgeson and Birnie which he claims will +esult 
in one of a possible number of .optimal solutions. The -problem which 
' "" 
1 .. 





.... ··-· ··----- - --~- - - - . ·--·-- - --
----- - ···- ------ . - ·--- - - -·--· ---------· --· ·--- -------
~ ., 
The theoretical minimum cycle time is given by: 
.N 
. s 







where, ... ,, .............. ·--·-J•··· •. , --·· ·"··- - ' ~ - . . • ........ ..... . . . . . . ,· -....... •. -..:..: . . •'""." ·~.. . ... JI 
·---. 




.. J;!, ::~ ,; 
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f T ....: .tot.al work content· of., the ~sse~bly in .unitsp>of time _. , ___ --·--- ~----~----------.:: '"------~.--,.-
j',-
N = nwnber of work stations 
' . 
and S is t.he remainder tern1 ~~. 
' . . . ' ' ' . .... .... 
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-If s #. o, --~ must··be rounded upwards to the next'\~nteger and perfect 
, balance is not .. possible, • there will be a·.certain amou~t of " " slack • 1 .e., 
' ' 
Mansoor makes use of this slack to evaluate each total station 
assignment as it is--. made. No combination is permitted which has un-
_as.signed time greater than the total renfaining slack units. If nn 
"' 
solution is -found, the cycle time is increased by one time unit and the· 
procedure repe·ated. 
"' 
Starting with a value of ·c1 for the par:ticular N under cons·idera-
· tion\ the method is· in other details essentially· the same as that 
• I 
----·- •· 1 
I 







- -~...._.J __ .:..__ __ ----·-· ..... '. 
proposed by Helgeson and Birnie, However, it appears that Mansoor's 
modification wj.11 find assignment combinations that might nQt have been 
found by the original method. Apparently, no attempt has been made to 
program the method for a computer. L 
q5. Held,· eteal. (6) have .. developed a line balan·cing algor1.thm based 
.gn dynamic programming which they show as be~ng computationally feasible 
,·•• ... ·/ 
for problems ··of limited size on existing _computers.. For "large", 
problems the algorithm has been supplemented by a successive approxi-
i 
mations technique. For the .approximations procedure, they indicate an 
·· . experimental program.for the. IBM. - 7090 as having a two "minute running__ __ _ ··---~- ~. __ ,...~ ... ~~·- ··--· :-- ---'-'" ~ --- --------·--·--·-·---------..:.......--------· ------·------~---- . -
time on a sample 111-e,.lement problem. .. 
G'f ahr and NemhauSer (5})~ive an algorithm based on fi~ding a 
- . 
-shortest route in finite directed network" They indicate that there 
-----·-- -----~-- . is a close.connection-between.their algorithm and the dynaµiic programming 
{lpproach of Held et .a-1:-.-, but claim a .reduction in the necessary compu-
~ 
-•---,--·· --~- ... .. _._ .. -···· -- -----
- -- ___ .. ---- ------~ .... -.. ----- .. - - -- -------- - ~------------·--------
,,_ - -
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IV. ·THE MODELS STUDIED 
_ The models chosen for this study were the "ranked pos,itional 
" 
. " 
. . '. weight technique and the modification of Jackson's algorithm each of 
! 
.which has been previously discussed. The study has b¢e n based . on the ( 
.... fact that these methods· are available as ~computer pr.ograms for. the ( ... · 
-l·"· 
GE-225 and the IBM 1620. 
-Neither method necessarily. produces an optimal balance, a~though 
optimal balances are of ten obtained·. , Howeve'r, --in each instance, the 
.fA.:,. 
computatfort time, as wi.11 be discussed later, is considered reasonable 
. ---··-·--·--- .. -- ------- -













' ' . 
--·--·-------... •'--. ·: ' 
?. 
- ! for problems of realistic si·ze. These computer programs are· also 
av'ailable for use by those in industr.y who might be att~mpting to 
"' 
utilize the advantages of .. analytical line balancing for - the- first time. 
The comp:uter progr1m used to implement the ranked posi tiona1 
weight technique perini ts several options which may be used separately 
or in combination. These options permit: 
1. The use o.f a target ef~i.ciency concept where assign-
ments_ to each work station are checked _against a 
\. 
specified target efficiency , 
-2. A straight ranked positional Weight (RPW) balance 
,. but .including an investigation· of balan.ces · ·at ·lower 
. t:n:an tll~ input cycle. time. 
. 
.3:. A straight RPW balance for· the input cycle time on-ly_ • 




·- :·conc~p-t. ~: ·T-hls · t~frgtft~·"efficie~cy may:.· ·be any~ value between oqo fl,nd 100~.~-----· 
' ., 
.- Elemental operatio_ns are assigned to the ··first work- station using the 
··-- ·--.--·----·----·. 
If the resulting work station 
efficiency does not equal .or exceed the target efficiency, the 
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.procedure retains the f.irst element then att_empts to 
". 
substitute other permissible combinations · f elements. If a combina-
--ti on is found- that equals or exceeds .the target efficiency, this 




' When all elements have been ass,igned, this complete balance is saved. 
~ The longest time for any station assignment in the balance, the cycle 









of the cycle time without increasing the number of. operators assigned c» 





cre~sing _ the number_ of operators, the best balance is produced as_ 
output. 
It is also possible to use the ~rogram without ·the 'target effi-
ciency f~ature. Station assignments are .developed in the same -manner 
4· ~ ... /.r . ., .;/ '·"' 
f< • ,J ,:.•,,; !,, ... , .!t ;,c' \ as described above but now all assignments wi 11 pass the test of 
target efficiency and a straight RPW balance is obtained. Again~ the 
procedure investigates __ }re possibi li-ty of balances at lower cyc_le times 
which do not increase the number of operators. 
.\ Finally, it is possi-ble to obtain as output each RPW ba·1ance as 
.. ···--... 
it· is produced o This mode 'Of operation can be used when it is desired 
to obtain a balance for a particula~. cyc1~1 time· regardless of· .the 
• efficiency. , 
" 
· The c~puter program·for· the lBM-1620 is based-on Jackson's al;..._· 
.- .. 
' 
g·orithm but uscs~-a fast.approximation technique to reduce the otherwise 
cxc;essi ve ly len,gthy computa t16h· time • 
'.Burgeson.-anct Daum estimated that the complete enumeration. of a11-
--·-------------:-"~. ---. ----------lli?ssi_b~e combinations requires .from 1000 2000 times longer than the 
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V. DEWLORtENT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
---
·That the ability to obtain good line balances is related to the.· 
-"f iexibili ty" of the assembly line would seem intuitive. However, in 
order. to evaluate_ the .balances obtained with the. two models, a means 
. for de"scribing a. particul3-,r line configuration is neeqed. It seems 
._that whatever descriptive measures are used they should in some manner 
relate the precedence restrictions,.· the work element times and the 
:cycle time. The measures developed and used i.n this investigation are --'"'-
called ( 1) the constraint factor and (2) the· element time factor. 
- ___ / .. --------·-- ... 
rThe -Constraint Factor 
·' A pre-cedence diagram or precedence matrix shows ho~ many work ele-
' 
. 
ments can be performed immediately following a given tas,l{ and what' tasks 
• 
and how many must be perforrned before some single task can be accom-
plished. For f.:.:xample , · ~n Figure 5a, operations 2, 3, and 4 can be 
'•1' per~ormed 'in any order once operation 1 is completed g In Figure Sb, 
after operation 1 is completed, only operation 2 can be done immediately. 
In Figure·sc, it_ is necessary· to coinpl~·te--operations 1, 2, and 3 prior 
to th~complishment of operation 4. 




--·---~ Figure 5. - . ... '. 













For tho purpose, ot d~1ori bi.ng an a11atlmoly 1100· configuration, :.:' ,! 
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·. Applying this procedure successively to each node of the precedence· 
•· -t. 
. . diagram network and _comparing the summation to the total number of 
prece~ence relations for ·the diagram provides a measure of the degree· 
of constraint ·for a given asselilbly line configuration. 
measure will be called the Constraint Factor. 'I 





·. ~ t ~· -.-: ' 
L . 
-· --------··----.-r---·--- .- • ---=----;-------•·~•--------...-.. - ..., .. 
. whe-re" 
n. 
1 - value for 'the i th node in the netw~ 
TP = total number of precedence· · relations 
" 
" This relati~nship can be shown, graphically through the use of a 
precedence matrix. An example is given using the precedence diagram 
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This diagram results 
' 'f.!. 
in the .following precedence 
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Figure 6 
For this example the Constraint Factor., 
C. F. 12.25 ·o.64 
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1. The Element Time Factor I , __ 
\ ' , 
' . 
_The time ~equired to perform the indivi-sible work elements in re-· 
1:1ftion to the· cycle time bein-g considered ··can also be use_d,- to· describe 
a particular assemb-ly line configuratio~. In this study, the average 
'I),: 
.. 
. element time' ·as a proportion of the cyc,le time is used to provide 'an 
Element.Time Factor, ETF. 










-- o.(-E-.-T.F'--."$il--- ~-----·  ----- ..... --.~-------------------\~ .. · 
where 
t. - work element time for the ith ·element i - 1, 2'.; .••• , n 1. 
n - number of work elements 
c = operating cycle time 
Some Other Considerations 
In addition to the constriint factor and the element time factor, 
" 
several other measure.s were fi.rst co~sidered. - These included. (1) the 
-
~ ratio of the number. of work elements to the total number of precedence 
._./ 
relations (2) the ratio of the median work element time to the cycle 
.time. 
Further consideration showed that a relation .. ship between the number 
·- --~ f 
. 
-of work elenients and.the number of precedence son-ditio:g.s, as in (1) 
above, woul'1! not discriminate between-.c-precedence relat1ons -which permit 
-·/ 
-a large d~gree bf flexibility and those which are relatively constrain---·.=::=::--_ 
· ing .. - See Fi-gure 5. 
The use of the median as a measure of the fl-exibil~ty of the 1, 
.r· 
,· 
--·; ,·-- -- assembly line configu;ration suffered f-rom the -fact that groups of 
f'·- . 
d p-work element times which.w~u:Ld,permit of the same -efficiency of baiance 
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Hypothetical Assembly Lines 
Figures 7a, b.and c below show the precedence diagrams _for thFee 
hypothetical asse~bly lines which will be used to represent three 
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., Figure 7 
.. 
In order to obtain element time values to ap,ply to the indivi_dual 
operations, a procedure is used for random sampling from Beta distri-
butions, having means of 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7. This provides four 
levels for the Elemental Time Factor. Table A.in Appendix II shows 
the actual individual time values, result;i.ng from the· random sampling, 
for two ·replications. 
----
The two methods represented by M1 and M2 , the . three levels for the · 
Constraint Factor, CF1 , CF2 , and GF3 and the four levels for the Element 
Time Factor, ETF1 , ETF2 , ETF3 and ETF4 form the basis for the experi-
ment. 
"· 
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"VI • -RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT I~ \ . . 
:, - - Table 1 shows -the efficiency of the line balance obtained using 
J ___ ·_ -:---:c·~-~::::~~:methods M1 , (raJlk.ed posit.ional weight technique for~ the GE-225) and_ M2 _ 
/ 
(m9dification of .,i Jackson's algorithms for the IBM-1620). The efftcien-, 
-: I 





t1 . "' } L 
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Efficiency - :;: 
-
N • C 
-·, 
- .. --- -- _____ , .-
... - - ----
wher~ 
, 1th ti = elemental .operation time for the element 
=-· -~, . -
-_ .. -~: .. 
. .,; 
n = number of elemental operations 
N = number of work stations in the balance 
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Table 2 shows the results of an analysis of variance for the data 
' . 
-, .g .. iven in Table 1. For clarity in representing -the interactions, the 
- .. 
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original symbology has been changed slightly; the constrain-t factor i·s 
-


























TC 6 0.02044 0.00341 
., 





Resid1J,al 24 o.~ osa5s 
.0.00244 






_ Referring to tables of the Variance Rc!tio, 'it is s-een that tlie ___  
f interactions are not significant -at the 5%· level, but that the ~airi 
effeCt of eac)J of the factors C, M and T fs significant at- this leve_l.,__ 
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I ' The experiment was re-run i~ its entirety without the use of the 
target. effic1enci,Q_ntion for method M1 • This gave tne fOl!owing • ., 
results: 
1 
.. T_ .• 
l.~ .. 2 
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In ·this instance, it is .seen that the 5% significance· point for· 
--n1 = 1 and n2 . = 24 is. ·F - 4.26 •. For the experiment, the variance 
.. • 
ratio for the two methods is F = 4.86. While this still causes the ' 
~ 
rejection of the null hypothesis that the methods give similar 
~ •. 
"" . results, the evidehce here is. less strong than in the previous in-
stance where the ta~get efficiency option was used with method l • 
. The _analysis· of variance was afso perf·ormed using only the first 
two levels of the element time factor, T. The 5% point of significance 
for n1 = 1 and __ _!l2 = 12 is 4.75, while the F-ratio of the variance 
--
estimates for method and residual is 9.25. 
(' .. ~ 
Overall average efficiencies for each method (with and· without 
t~rget effiriiency.for method 1) were.also calculated is well as the 
,. average efficiency using .. ,only the first two levels of the element 
time- factor. These first two levels were looked at separately since 
' it is thought that such data is more likely to occur in actual indus-
trial situations. The results are presented in Table 5. 
. -Method 1 Method 2 
' (GE 








Avg. Efficiency; T & T only. o. 945 936 I - o. 0.881 
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. (1) Using target efficiency option 
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Vll. -- . DISCUSS ION OF RESULTS 
-·· .... 
·-1 It has been noted in Section VI that the effects· of the m~thod, j : : 
-
the element time. factor (ETF) and,, t.he constraint factor (CF) ·were· all-
.significant in the overall experiment~ Within each method, it is 
noted that the level· of the ETF has a much larger ef feet· than the 
-
q. level of. the CF • Howev_er, considering the 1" relative effec\ of the CF 
. vithin each method, this effec~, app·ears to be more pronounced at the 
lower values of the ETF. Also, between rn~thods, this effect of the 
-- ----~--------~----
CF appears greater for low~r values of ETF. 
The levels of both the CF and the ETF used in tJ:)is experiment 
J. 
were chosen to represent the range of values which it is thought will \: 
be encountered in actual practice. From the limited experience of 
the author, it is cortsidered that the levels of the CF (0.4 - 0.75) 
'. · which were used .might be encountered with approximately equ'al like-
lihood; while for the ETF the lower values (0.2 - 0.4) would more 
often be expected. 
• 
__ · Thus,. for the. models studied -:and for unzoned assembly . lines, ·it 
is indicated that: 
• • > ,· >, .~.-•• ,· • •• •"' '"'I~ ~111. ~~. • . 
- . 
. ..... , ........ , ............ "' /-·.~·-'; i 'e ,.., . :·:· - •• 
1. · The relation of the average. element tim~ to t_he -~ 
time is the most important factor bearing" on the 
· expected balance efficiency. 
·2. For· ·a rel~tively "flexible'' line configuration (low 
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/ ;· 
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·'" VIII. ~PLICATION TO ACTtJAL DATA 
The t~chniques developed in the previous sections have been 
w 
. • applied, to data from actual assembly lines •. The data used are from 
(9) 
. an appliance assembly line presented by Hoffman, a portion of a 
tel:Vision assembly line from Kilbridge and Wester (l3 ) and a sect:ion 
of a te.lephone apparatus assembly line taken from the author's own 
company. For convenience; of future r1ef erence these will~be referred ' ~ 
to as Line A, Line B and Line c,· respectively. The precedence diagram~ 
with the assoc~rated elemental operation times, the calculated con-
straint factors, CF, and the element time factors, ETF, for- each 
·, 
' 1 (' .,. • ••• ·I.,,~ 
. 
. 
. assembly line are given in the appropriate sectio·ns which follow. In 
. '' '' addition, the author, has rated the degree of flexibility of each of ~ , 
these lines as represented by the CF and ETF. In~each instance, a 
predic_tiori has been made as to the approximate balance efficiency to 
-be expected for each assembly line with each of the· two -line balancing 
methods. Table 6 gives these ratings, predictions and the actual 
----
-balance efficien6y obtained. The symbolism·used in the r&ting designa-
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4 In addition to the effi~iency of balance which might be expected 
whe .. n._ using a g_iven -method, economic_ .. considerations such as might be 
. 
represented by computer run time and/or charges for rental of outside 
. . 
computer time might affect the users decision in selecting a partic-
·~ 
$ 
· ular line balancing method. Some comparative figures for the two 
methods ,·discussed in this study are given in rable 7! 
"'"' """'' 1r••'"'' ·.d: 
1.. • 
Computer run time -
44-element problem* 
cycle time 0.750 
cycle time. 1.000 
Computer time charge, 
per hour 




















$6. 41 $3. 01 
(1) Using target~fficiency option 
(2) Witho.ut target efficiency option 
. f 
(3) Complete· print out (See Appendix I) 






. (4) Print out of job ~umbers .only _iS__ee Appendix ~-- c_ ~~--------------
.. · . : . ~ ...... · ... _ . . . . ,. ~ 
* Inclu~es print-o~t 
-
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.. VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS· , 
,, 
-~ Two formulations of. the assembly line. balancing pro~lem have been· 
···1:···. 
. considered: 
· (a) for a given cycle time, a.ssign wo·rk -elements to work sta-
tions within the technological and precedence restrictions 
so as ·to minimize the number of work stations. 
} . (b) for a given numper of work stations, as_si,gn the work ele..: 
JJJents to the (S.tations, within technological and precedence 
restrictions, so as to minimize th·e .. cycle time. 
The ability to obtain good solutions to the problem is directly 
. ~-,~ " " . 
. related to the flexibility of the line, that is, to the precedence 
" 
and technological restrictions · and the work element, times as they re-
late to the cycle time bei~g considered. 
\ 
As a result of this study, two factors which might be used.to 
" 
' 
evaluate the flexibility of an assembly line have been proposed. 
('-. 
. , 
These factor's, the "constraint fa~tor" and the "element time factor," 
" 
have be~n used to study the ~6lutions obtain~d using the two line 
balancing methods base~ on (1) the ranked positional weight technique 
and (2) a .modification of Jackson~s algoritlun. In. this study, these 
• ' 
.. •. 
methods have been called method I and method II .. 
------~-· .----·-·-
O•.• Within the limitations of the levels of the ·constraint factor and . , 
.. . 




s ·c.• ·a , -=~-====··=· · .. t he·'.'~·et·em.ent· ~t--tme··~ I~ctgri'=c·onsfde?ed· ip.- this --invest i,gation; method· I· was 
. ,_, ... 
-------=---
-~---, ·,found to -g-i-ve equal or better ~olutions than..Jn.etbod .ll at .a-l-J..-l-e-ve±$ pf -
an unzoned as~embly line •. When ~he target ~fficiericy option was used 
.. with method I, the solutions for 'the more flexible (levels· 1 and 2) 
39 
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• i 
. 
- . -- ·- - ·--'-----------''---------__c_--
.. 
·assembly line configuration~ were ~ignificantly better th.an for method II. 
-·However, it should b~e noted that method I ·solves both formulations ;.of -_the 
' : " 
problem as given in (a) and (b) above; thus, where possible, redµcing 
the initially considered cycle time without increasing the number of 
' 
work positions. I I,,. 
Since the ability ·to hanc'.Cle a problem of realistic -size is important ·. 
in actual indus:tria·l situations, the capacities of the programs which 
----·-·-· ,, 
implement the two methods are noted. 
. l 
. ·- -,-, ' 






-·-- ··--····· ·- .......... ~ ·~ .. ·., ... ·-




For methcxl I (GE-225) 
. \ 
1. A maximum of 225 work elements ·-·~ 
f.,,.J 
2. A maximum of 19 zones 
... 
.3. A maximum of 63 stations to a balance 
' For method II (IBM~l620) )' 
1. A maximum of 99 zones 
t . 
2. A maxirnum~number of work elements per zone, variable 
. from 27 to 98 depending on the average number of 
precedence jobs p~r job . 
• 
" 
-·Thus, while· both .programs have the capacity to handle many 1;>r9blems 
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1 
... _, __ """°,--,-- ~- .--,,~- ~== "'°,.._..,+· ' 
.•... 
. of the line balancing problen1 and the associated tt?chniques for solving·· __ . 
- - t- ·- . 1; 
evaluating ·unzoned assembly ·lines might· be a benefic'i_al area fo·r · future · 
i~vestigation.' · 
40 
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0001 0001 {)220 -0220 
0001 0002 0390 0610 
0001 0003 0160 0770 
0001, 0004 038.Q ____ 0380· 
0001 - 0005 0330 0710 
0001 0007 0620 0620 
---0001 0006 0360 0980 
..,,_ 
0001 0008 0300 0300 
0001 0011 0270 0570 
--·· ·- ·- ....... 
0001 0009 0250 0820 
0001 0010 0160 0980 
0001 0013 0430 0430 
0001 0015 0470 · 090.0 
0001 0012 0090 0990 
0001 0112 1000 0440 
-
0002 0112 1000 '0440 
0003 0112 1000 0440 
nnn4 vvv -0112 1000 0440 
0005 ·0112 1000 0440 
0006 0112 1000 0440 
0007 0112 1000 0440" 
0()08 ·0112 1000 0440 
0009 0'112 1000 0440 
0010 0112 l -1000 0440 
0011 0112 1000 0440 
0012 0112· 1000 0440 
0013 0112 1000 0440 
0014 0112 1000 0440 
0006 0001 0014 0310 0310 0015 0112 .1000 0440 
01260 0001 0260 
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LINE __ BAIANCE ID • LINE aAlANCING 112 
INPUT. PARAMETERS HIGH CYCLE 
1.000 
IDW CYCLE 
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- STA ZONE T.IME _ 
TOTAL STA.· TI~..E 
UNUSED TIME 
NO. OF OPERATORS l 
. 1 . 
-- ----·- -
WORK STATION 2 
ELEMENT NO. ELEMENT TIME 
004 .380 
005 .330 
-ZONE 001 STA ZONE· TIME 
TOI'AL STA. TIME 
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--- ZONE 001 







.090 .· .. 





~ • 910 
.ooo 
TOTAL STA. TIME •. 910 
UNUSED.TIME ·_ • 000 
NO. OF OPERATORS 1 
. -.. 
' 
WORK STATION 5 
ELEMENT NO~ ELEMENT TIME CUM. STA. 
013 .430 .430 
015 .470 • 900 
ZONE 001 STA ZONE TIME .ooo 
TOTAL STA. TIME • 900 
UNU.SED TIME .010 
NO. OF OPERATOR$ ·1 
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, ELEMENT TIME 
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0 CUM. STA. TIME .. 
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• 270 d 
• 580 
.·s30 
_ ZONE 001 STA ZONE TIME .000 
~.,,._.,_·c:-.~ ... ··- • . - -- ---· ==~~== . ,==··--'~- ....... ·· .... , ..... --.---e=~ ....................... _ --···-··-···--- ·• ···--------'·-·•···'----·'---- · .... ·· ___ .. ,_ .. _____ •------~ =--~~~, .. ~~ 
_,, . 
TOTAL STA o TIME -.830 
UNUSED TIME .808 
·--
NO. OF OPERAIDRS 1 
.. 
' 
·,~ .. 46 
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